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For at least twenty years, a principal issue in set theory has been the 
extent to which abstract set theory is necessary for proofs in normal 
mathematical contexts where abstract set theory plays little or no role in 
the formulation of the results. Our contributions to this area go back to 
1968 and lie in three distinct directions. 
Our initial research was in the context of Bore1 measurable functions on 
several standard separable metric spaces. We made significant progress 
along these lines as recently as 1985, and this work is presented in 
[2-4,11]. 
Our second line of investigation is in the context of finite combinatorics. 
During our investigations in the Bore1 function context Ref. [6] appeared, 
which demonstrated the necessary use of (a weak form of) countably 
infinite sets in order to prove a certain finite form of Ramsey’s theorem. We 
later demonstrated the necessary use of impredicatively defined infinite 
sets-which entails a weak form of the use of uncountable sets-in order to 
prove the direct finitization of the well-known theorems of Higman and 
Kruskal on finite trees, as well as even stronger set theoretic principles for 
some extensions. This work is presented in [7, lo]. 
Our third line of investigation is the subject of this paper. Here we give 
necessary uses of the outer reaches of the abstract set theory in a finite 
mathematical context, in the sense of Corollaries 6 and 7 and Theorems 8 
and 11. These outer reaches of abstract set theory actually go significantly 
beyond the commonly accepted axiomatic framework for mathematics (as 
formalized by ZFC), and are based on the existence of Mahlo cardinals of 
finite order, as described below. These are among the so-called small large 
cardinals, and are the same cardinals that play a prominent role in [3]. 
Our principal necessary use of Mahlo cardinals of finite order is to prove 
Proposition VIII given in Section 3. Although it is concisely written in 
totally standard mathematical notation, has a familiar logic construction, 
and is readily understandable, it is still not quite as simple or as natural as 
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we would like. We are continuing to strive for an improved form, and we 
believe that the example is sufficiently convincing to open up for the first 
time the realistic possibility, if not probability, that strong abstract set 
theory will prove to play an essential role in a varity of more standard 
finite mathematical contexts.’ Of course this would open up a foundational 
crisis of nearly unprecedented magnitude since we seem to have no way of 
convincing ourselves of the correctness or consistency of such set theoretic 
principles short of faith in our very uneasy intuition about them. Unlike 
the situation with, say, the continuum hypothesis, we cannot make the con- 
undrum disappear by (a) cutting down on the generality of the 
problem-the continuum hypothesis is a theorem in the context of Bore1 
sets and Bore1 functions; or (b) cutting down on the generality of the con- 
cept of set-the continuum hypothesis is a theorem in the context of the 
constructible sets, since (a’) propositions like VIII here are already just 
about integers, and (b’) propositions like VIII are actually tinitistically 
provably equivalent to the consistency of the set theoretic principles in 
question. In this sense, our VIII represents an unremovable singularity. 
The Mahlo cardinals of finite order are defined as follows. 
An inaccessible cardinal is a cardinal ti > w  such that for all cardinals 
i. < K, we have that 2’ < K and K is not the limit of EL cardinals below K. 
A Mahlo cardinal is an inaccessible cardinal K such that every closed 
unbounded set of cardinals below K contains an inaccessible cardinal. 
A I-Mahlo cardinal is a Mahlo cardinal. An (n + 1 )-Mahlo cardinal is an 
inaccessible cardinal K such that every closed unbounded set of cardinals 
below K contains an rz-Mahlo cardinal. 
For more on large cardinals see, e.g., [.5]. 
Proposition IV is also shown to be an example of the same 
metamathematical phenomenon we attribute to VIII (actually, ultimately 
we show that IV and VIII are provably equivalent).’ In fact, IV is concep- 
tually clearer than VIII, although it is not given in finite form. and employs 
the concept of Boolean relation which appears a bit removed from stan- 
dard mathematical contexts. However, it is perhaps useful to observe that 
the ([w, <, 7, s)-Boolean relations coincide with the semi-algebraic sets in 
the Euclidean spaces KY. 
In the formal statements of some of the results, we make use of the for- 
mal systems EFA, PRA, RCA,, ACA,, and ACA. For information on such 
systems, see [8, 93. 
’ A simpler, more convincing example than VIII will appear in a forthcoming paper entitled 
“Abstract Set Theory and Finite Products.” We have not improved on IV. 
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1. LINEARLY ORDERED PRODUCTS 
A linearly ordered product is a triple (A, <, O), where A is a nonempty 
set, < is a linear ordering on A, and 0: A x A + A. We say that R c A” is 
(A, <, @)-Boolean if R is the graph of a quantifier formula with 
parameters in the structure (A, <, 0 ). (Informally, this means that R can 
be defined in terms of conjunction, disjunction, negation, and inequalities 
between expressions built up from 0, variables, and constants from A.) 
We will always use Q for the rational numbers under the usual ordering. 
We will be particularly concerned with linearly ordered products 
(Q,<,o).IncaseQ:QxQ~Q,wesaythatRcQ”isO-BooLeanifRis 
(Q, < , @)-Boolean. 
The main proposition that we consider in this section is the following: 
PROPOSITION I. There is a 0: Q x Q -+ Q such that for all @-Boolean 
RcQxQanda~Q, thereisah@h<a@asuchthatforallx<h@band 
y<a@a, ifR(x,y) then R(x, (b8b)O.x) and (b@b)@x<b@b. 
In the course of our analysis, we will prove the equivalence of I with the 
following immediate consequence: 
PROPOSITION II. There is a countable linearly ordered product (A, <, @ ) 
and a nonempty B s A such that for all (A, <, @)-Boolean R G A x A and 
a E B, there is a b < a, b E B, such that for all x c b and y < a, if‘R(x, y) then 
R(x, b Q x) and b 0 x < b. 
It is worth observing that in II, B must not have a least clement, and so 
< cannot be a well ordering. Although I, II are stated in inlinitary terms, 
they are provably equivalent to linitary sentences as follows: 
LEMMA 1.1. There ITT sentences 4, $ such that ACA,, proves 1-4 and 
II cf *. 
Proof Evidently two specific primitive recursive sets of sentences in 
first order predicate calculus with identity can be given, say E, and E,, 
such that, provably in ACA,, E, is countably satisfiable if and only if I is 
true, and E, is countably satisfiable if and only if II is true. Since to Gijdel 
completeness theorem is provable in ACA,, we see that I is provably 
equivalent in ACA,, to the formal consistency of E,, and similarly for II. 
LEMMA 1.2. If I is provable in ZFC + V = L + (Vn) (there is an n-Mahlo 
cardinal), then I is provable in ZFC + (Vn) (there is an n-Mahlo cardinal). 
Proof This follows from Lemma 1.1, the absoluteness of arithmetical 
sentences, and the preservation of Mahlo cardinals of finite order in L. 
By Lemma 1.2, we will work in ZFC + V = L + (Vn) (there is an n-Mahlo 
cardinal) until we finish the proof of I. 
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Consider the following version of Jensen’s 0 for a cardinal i > o and an 
SG 1, which we write as 0 i..s: There are {A’, c c(: a E S} such that for all 
regular w<rc<L, if Snk- is stationary in K then {X,cccaeSnx} is a 
0 +equence for K. The latter means that for all Tc Sn K, the set 
{ c1 E S n K: X, = Tn a} is stationary in K. 
LEMMA 1.3. O,,, holds ,for ull d, S. In fact, this is provable in 
ZFC+V=L. 
Proof: See the usual proof of 0 in, say, [ 11. 
We now fix A to be the least cardinal such that (Vn) (there is an n-Mahlo 
cardinal CL). Let M, be the set of all n-Mahlo cardinals ~1, n < w. 
LEMMA 1.4. There are (A,~cr:cc<i} such that for all KEM,+,- 
M n+Z, (A,~cr:cc~M,,n~) is a OwM,n,-sequencefor K. 
Proof: For each n <o apply 0 l.M, _ M,+, to obtain {A’; G (Y: 
u.EM,--M,+,). Take {A,~ct:a<L > to be the union of the X:, with also 
A,=@ for a$M,. It suffices to verify that for K E M,, , - M, +>, 
M?l-M,+, n ti is stationary in K But this is straightforward. 
LEMMA 1.5. There are (f, : c( + x: a < 2) such that for all n-Mahlo K < ;1, 
and F: K -+ K, there is an (n - 1 )-Mahlo c( E M, n K such that f, E F. 
Proof: From Lemma 1.4, let f, = A, if A, is the graph of a function on z 
in the terms of some fixed pairing function mapping 2 x 2 one-one onto 1; 
f, =identity on c( otherwise. The lemma follows from the fact that for 
regular Q < K, {LX: F[r] c CI i is cub in K. 
LEMMA 1.6. Proposition II ho1d.y for some uncountable A, even for first 
order R. 
Proof: Let { fi> be as in Lemma 1.5. Define 0: Ax A -+A by 
u 0 b = f,(b) if b < a; 0 otherwise. (This will not be our final 0.) Let U be 
a nonprincipal ultralilter on w, and take the ultrapower A = Z7,,( Vi, E, O), 
where 0 is a partially defined operation. Let A be the A* in A. The linear 
ordering on A is < * and the product on A is @*. 
Clearly in a, every inaccessible is p-Mahlo but not (p + 1 )-Mahlo, for 
some unique (perhaps nonstandard) integer p. 
Let BG A be the set of all cardinals in A which are p-Mahlo for some 
nonstandard p. 
Let R be (A, < *, @*)-Boolean and a E B. Then R is first order over a. 
Now a is p-Mahlo for some nonstandard. integer p. Within GZ, choose 
F: u -+ a such that R(.u, >I), x, y < a imply R(x, f(x)). By the property of 
{f,} given in Lemma 1.5 transferred to a, we obtain a (p - 1)-Mahlo 
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b > a in A such that f$ c F. Thus R(x, v), x <h, ?: <a imply R(x, f:(x)), 
and so R(x, box), b@x<b. 
LEMMA 1.7. Proposition IT holds, even for first order R. 
ProoJ: By the downward Skolem-Lowenheim theorem. 
LEMMA 1.8. Proposition II holds for some uncountable A, < Mahich is a 
dense linear ordering without endpoints, even for fir.rt order R. 
Proof. We modify the proof of Lemma 1.6. Let 7 be the linear ordering 
((0, 1) n Q) + (( [0, l] n Q) x n). We say that I is n-A4uhlo in Y if x = (0, c(), 
where c1 is n-Mahlo. 
Let h: Y+ R be any bijection such that (i) h(0, a) = 0x(1 + LX); 
(ii)h[(O, l)nQ]=co, and (iii) h[((O, 1)nQ)x (cc)l=(wx(1 +r). 
0X(1 +cr+ 1)). 
We now define partial functions g, : Y -+ Y by g,(b) = h - ‘( f,,,,z,( h( b))), 
where (f,) is as in Lemma 1.5. Observe that for aE {O] x I,, we have 
gll: (b < ,, a> + {b < ,, a } (i.e., the indicated domain is exact.) Also observe 
that x is n-Mahlo in Y if and only if h(x) is n-Mahlo. 
From these observations it is easily seen that [ g, ). imitates the proper- 
ties of {f,}, in the sense that for all a E Y that are n-Mahlo in Y, and 
functions F: (x < y a} + (X < y a), there is a b < r a which is (n - 1 )-Mahlo 
in Y such that g,zFand g,: {s<,b} + {x<,,b}. 
We then define 0: Y x Y + Y by a@ h = g,(b) if defined; $ otherwise. 
The rest of the argument is the same as that for Lemma 1.6 (with 
( Y, < , 0 ) taking the place of the former (A, < , @ ) ). The nonstandard ver- 
sion of Y is still obviously a dense linear ordering without endpoints. 
LEMMA 1.9. Proposition II holds for A = Q, even for first order R. 
Proof: By the downward Skolem-Lowenheim theorem. 
LEMMA 1.10. Proposition I holds. 
Proof: Let Q, 0, and B G Q be as in Proposition II. We let Q1 be a dis- 
jointcopyofQ.WewilldefineaO’:(Q+Q,)x(Q+Q,)~Q+Q,sothat 
Proposition II will hold. Let h: Q, -+ B be a bijection. 
Define a@‘b=a@b if a,bEQ, a#b; h(a) if a=b, aEQl; h(i) 
otherwise. Clearly B is the set of squares a 0 a. It is evident from the con- 
struction that it now suffices to verify that for every (Q + Q, , <, @‘)- 
Boolean relation R c ((2 + Q,)n, R n Q” is @-Boolean. We have only to 
consider relations of the form s(xI ,..., x~) < t(x, ,..., x,), where constants are 
allowed. 
We claim that every term s(x i,..., x,) with parameters is either (i) con- 
stantly in Q, on all I , ,..., X, E (2, or (ii) equal to a term t(x, ,..., x,) for all 
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Xl 1..., . x E Q, where all constants in t are from Q. This is an easy induction n 
on s. By inspecting the four possibilities for s, t, we see that the relation 
s < t must be @-Boolean restricted to Q”. 
We state without proof that I does not hold for all first order R. 
THEOREM 1. Propositions I, II are provable in ZFC + (Vn ) (there is an n- 
Mahlo cardinal), even if all first order definable R with parameters are used 
instead of just Boolean R, in II only. 
Proof: By Lemmas 1.2 and 1.10. Lemmas 1.1, 1.2, and 1.10 apply 
equally well to the strengthened form of II. 
We can somewhat weaken the hypothesis needed to prove I, II. 
THEOREM 2. Propositions I, II are provable in ACA, + Con(ZFC + 
( there is an ii-h4ahfo cardinal) n E (,, ). 
Proof Arguing within the given theory, by absoluteness we obtain a 
model M of ZFC + V = L in which, for some nonstandard integer n, there 
is an n-Mahlo cardinal, and where the satisfaction relation for M is a set. 
M takes the place of the ultrapower construction used above. However, 
since M may not satisfy (Vn) (there is an n-Mahlo cardinal), we have to 
find a replacement for 1 (or, really, I.*). Choose any nonstandard integer n 
such that there is an n-Mahlo cardinal in M, and use 1’ = the least n-Mahlo 
cardinal. The arguments proceed as before. 
Actually, a weak subsystem of ACA, will do. 
THEOREM 3. Propositions I, II are provable in RCA, + “every @finite 
recursive (0, 1)-tree has as infinite path” + Con(ZFC + {there is an ?i-Mahlo 
cardinaf),). 
Proo$ This subsystem of ACA, is sufficient to prove the Godel com- 
pleteness theorem for recursive theories. This is the essence of what is 
needed. 
We now begin the proof of the reversals of Theorems 2 and 3, i.e., that I, 
II are provably equivalent over ACA, to the consistency of the cited formal 
system. We follow this with the necessary modifications needed to show 
that I, II, are in fact provably equivalent over RCA, to the cited recursive 
tree principle + the consistency of the cited system. 
Since I immediately implies II, we begin by working within ACA and 
assuming II. Fix A, <, 0, B as in II. 
For convenience, we now derive the following strengthening of II. 
PROPOSITION III. There is .a countable &early ordered product 
(A, <, 0 ) with 0 as its least element, and a nonempty B s A such that for 
all(A, <,Q)-BooleanR~AxAanda~B,b<a,thereisac~B,b<c<a, 
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such that for all x < c and y < a, if R(x, y) then R(x, c Q x) and c 0 x < c. 
Furthermore, there is an infinite ascending sequence strictly below all 
elements of B, and every element of A is < some element of B. In addition, 
we have a@b=O tfa<b, and a@b<a tfb<a. 
Fix A, <, 0, B as in Proposition II until we finish the proof of 
Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Ifb<aandaEBthen thereisacEBwithb<c<a. 
Proof Apply II for the relation R(x, y): y = b. 
LEMMA 4.2. Proposition III holds. 
Proof From Lemma 4.1, let c( < b < 1’~ 6 be all from B. Let A’= 
An[/?,o), B’=Bn(y,o), and inherit <. Define 0’: A’xA’xA’ by 
x@‘y=xQy ify<x&j<x@y<x; /I otherwise. 
Let RcA’xA’ be (A’, <, @‘)-boolean, aEB’, bEA’, b<a. Let 
c = max(b, y). Clearly R is also (A, <, @)-Boolean. Let R’(x, y)++ 
(R(x, y) v (x < j and y = c)). Again R’ is (A, <, @)-Boolean. An 
application of II for R’ yields d E B, d < a, such that for all x < d and y < a, 
if R’(x, y) then R’(x, d@ x) and d@ x < d. Now choose x < fl and y = c. 
Then d@x= c< d. Hence de B’. Now let x< d, y< a, R(.u, y). Then 
R(x,d@x), d@x<d. Therefore, /?<d@.u<d, and so d@x=dO’x. 
We now fix A, <, 0, B, 0 as in Proposition III. It will also be con- 
venient to use 0 < 1 < 2... for a fixed strictly increasing sequence below all 
elements of B. 
LEMMA 4.3. For aE B and distinct xl ,..., x, <a, and for y, ,..., y,, < a, 
there is an c1< a such that ~10 xi = y,. 
Proof Apply III to the relation R(b, c): (3i)(b = x, & c = y,). 
We say that a codes x1 ,..., x, if CI @ i = x,. Lemma 4.3 asserts that every 
finite sequence strictly below a E B has a code strictly below a. 
Let R E [0, a)“, a E B. We say that a encodes R on a if for all x, ,..., x, < a 
and codes y < a of x, ,..., x,, we have R(x, ,..., x,) tf a @ y = 0. 
For n E N, a E B, let .S,Ja) be the collection of all R G [0, a)” which have 
an encoding on a. We prove a number of closure properties of these collec- 
tions. 
LEMMA 4.4. Zf a, M. E A, a < 6, b E B, then there is a fl E B, j? < b, such that 
(Vx < a)(u @ x = j? @ x). In particular, if R E S?,,(a), a < 6, b E B, then R has 
an encoding p < b, fl E B, on a. 
Proof Apply III to the relation R(x, y): c1@ x = y, at the point b E B. 
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We now prove a coherence lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. rf a, h E B and R E &‘,,(a), then R 1 (x: .Y < h) E %‘Jb). 
Proof: If b <a then any encoder of R on a is an encoder of 
R r (x: x < h) on b. Thus assume a < b. By applying III to S(x, I’): y < a & 
x@ 1 = JJ@ 1 & . . . & x0 n = van, at a point in B higher than b, we obtain 
x such that for all .Y < b, if s codes an n-tuple below a, then CI @ x < a codes 
the same n-tuple. 
Now let fi encode R on a. Apply III to T(.u, .v): (.u 0 1 < a 62. .. & 
sOn<a&BO(aO.~)=O)tt?‘=O, at a point in B higher than h. The 
result encodes R on b. 
LEMMA 4.6. Euch &,(a) is closed under cornplementation. 
Proof Let c( encode R E 3?,,(u). Apply III to R(.u, y): CY 0 .Y = O++ y # 0, 
at a point in B higher than a. 
LEMMA 4.7. [f aE B and R E [0, a)” is (A, <, @)-Boolean, then 
RE&?~(~). Ifn=l then,for .sorne CC, (V’x<a)(R(.u)ct~O.v=O). 
ProoJ: Let R be given by the quantifier free formula &.Y,,..., x,). Apply 
III to the relation S(x, y): &SO l,..., x0 n)++ J’ = 0, at a point in B higher 
than a. 
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose R(x ,,..., .Y,,z)E~,,+,(u) and S(s, ,..., x,)c-t 
(k<a)(R(.\- ,,...,. Y,,, I)). Then SE.%‘,,(U). 
Proof Let tx encode R on a. Define the relation T(p, y): p@ 1 = 
y@I&...&/?@n=y@n & y@(n+l)<a & z@y=O & p<a & ?<a. 
Clearly for all encodings b < a of x, ,..., x,, we have S(x, ,..., xn) if and only 
if (3?)( T(p, y)). Now by applying III to T at a point in B higher than a, 
there is a UE B such that for all p < a, (3y)( T(/j’, y)) if and only if 
T(B, u@p). Now T(/l, u@b) is Boolean in one variable, b. Hence by III, 
there is a 6 such that for all fi < a, T(B, u@ 8) if and only if 6 0 B = 0. 
Putting the pieces together, we see that 6 encodes S on a. 
The d,-formulas are the least collection of formulas containing the 
atomic formulas (in 0, <, = ), closed under -, &, v , -+, c--f, and quan- 
tifications (3x <s), (V-u < t), where s, t are terms in @ not mentioning x. 
LEMMA 4.9. For a E B, &‘,,(a) is precisely the collection of all n-ar? 
relations on [0, a) that are defined by a A,-formula oiler (A, <, 0) with 
parameters. In fact, only a single quantifier 3.u < a is required. 
Proof Using a 0 b d a, every such n-ary relation can be put in the form 
(Q, ~1 ~b)~~~(Q,.v,<b)(R(x ,,...,. Y,,. y ,,..., y,,,)), where R is (A, <, O)- 
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Boolean, a < 6, b E B, and the variables x1 ,..., x, range over [0, 6). Hence 
by successively applying Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8, after first applying 
Lemma 4.7 to R, we see that the relation is in 9Jb). Hence it is in g,Ja). 
To see that every relation in %,,(a) is of the given form, simply invoke the 
existence of codes from Lemma 4.3, so that R(x~,..., x,) if and only if 
x1 ,..., x,<a & (3y<u)(y@l =x, &...&y@n=x, & cc@y=O). 
It is convenient to let .@,,, n E N, be lJe .G%$(a). Now expand our structure 
(A, <, 0) to the structure @= (A, <, 0, R,, R,,...) suitable for inter- 
preting formulas of second order logic. Thus we have first order variables 
x, ranging over A, and second order variables R; ranging over %?,,. 
Equality is allowed only for first order objects. 
The d$formulas are the least collection of such second order formulas 
closed under -, v , &, -+, *, and quantifications (3.x < s), (Vx < t), where 
S, t are terms in 0, < not mentioning x, and containing all atomic for- 
mulas in 0, <, =, together with the atomic formulas R;( t, ,..., t,). 
LEMMA 4.10. 92 satisfies the bounded first order comprehension scheme 
WW”x, ,...> x,)(W, ,..., x,1- (4(x1 ,..., x,) & xl,..., x, < y)), where C$ is Ai 
and R is not free in 4, and I$ can have any kind of parameters. 
Proof By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.9. 
LEMMA 4.11. 02 satisfies the power set axiom in the following sense. 
(Vx)(3y)(3R”+ 1)(VS”)(3z < y)(Vw,,..., w, <x)(Sn(wl,..., w,) tt R”+l(z, 
WI,..., w,)). 
Proof: Choose x d a < y, where a, y E B. Let R”+ ‘(2, w1 ,..., w,) c-f 
(3u<u)(u@ 1= WI &... SC u@n=w, & z@u=O). Now invoke the fact 
that every S” n [0, x)” has an encoding z < y on a, by Lemma 4.4. 
Now let 4: be the least collection of second order formulas obeying the 
same clauses as for Ai, except that quantifications (VR;), (JR;) are 
allowed. 
LEMMA 4.12. 02 satisfies the bounded second order comprehension scheme 
(3R)(Vx, ,..., x,)(R(x, ,..., x,)er(q5(x, ,..., x,) &xl ,..., x, <a)), where q4 is At, 
R is not free in 4, and any kind of parameters can occur in 4. 
Proof. For such 4 and a E A, one first places an a priori bound x on the 
relevant range of all of the first order variables. Then invoke Lemma 4.11 
for this x to produce the relevant relations R”+’ and y. This allows us to 
replace second order quantifiers in I$ by bounded first order quantifiers 
3z < y using the R”+ ’ as parameters. 
We now take up the matter of what form of the axiom of choice holds 
in %!. 
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We would like to show that every [0, a] can be well ordered, in %. 
Unfortunately, there is (or appears to be) no way of showing this for 02. To 
carry out Zermelo’s argument, we need a choice principle for the quantifier 
combination (V’R)(3s). We can make sense of this using the power set 
axiom in 92 (see Lemma 4.11). However, the issue of extensiona/&t~ of the 
choice function arises. What we need is that if - is an equivalence relation 
on [0, a), and (V.u< a)(3)! <a)(R(.u, y)), then we can produce a choice 
function f such that X-J’+ f(x) =-f(v). There is no problem getting the 
choice function. The problem is the estensionality condition. Here is the 
best that one can do.’ 
LEMMA 4.13. 22 satisfies the ,following axiom qf choice. (KY, ,..., s,, < a) 
(3’ 1 ,..., y,<a)(R(r ,,...,* K,,J I,..., y,,)) + (3F ,,“., F,)(Vx I,..‘,. Y, < a) 
(W ] ,..., s,, F,(.u ,,..., x,) ,..., F,,(x, ,..., x,,))). In j&t, we can write 
F,(x, ,..., s,,) = a, ox, @ . . ax,, associated to the left. 
Proof: We will use only the case IZ = 1. The case n > 1 was observed by 
Timothy Carlson. We can assume z encodes R on u, and a < h, h E B. For 
n=l, apply IJJ toS(.u,?~):~Oi=.u&ccO?,=O&?‘Ol...., y@(n+l)<a 
at b to obtain D, and set F,(x) = (DOS) @ (i+ 1) for x < a. (By a simple 
application of JII, we can write F,(x) = cri@.\-.) For the induction step, 
from the antecedent we obtain (V.u,)(3a, ,..., rnr < h) (for the F ,,..., F,,, 
encoded by a, ,..., Y,,, on a, (Vx, ,..., .x,,<a)(R(.v ,,..., s,, F,(x , ,..., .K, ) . . . . . 
Fm(xl,..., x,)))). The induction step is then completed by applying the 
induction hypothesis to this. 
We now take up the axiom of infinity. 
LEMMA 4.14. In 42, there is a set E (i.e., an element qf&‘, ) such that E is 
well ordered under <, E has no greatest element. and every element of E is 
either the least element of E or has an immediate predecesor. 
Proof Fix aE B. Then since [0, a) has no largest element, by 
Lemma 4.13 let F: [0, a) --f [0, a) be such that F(x) <.Y. By bounded 
second order comprehension, let E be the least subset of [0, a) that is 
closed under F and contains 0. Let E0 c E be the largest well ordered initial 
segment of (E, < ). We must show E, = E. 
Suppose that for some .Y E E,, F(X) is not the immediate successor of x in 
(E, < ). Choose x least with this property. Then En ([O, x] u [F(x), a)) is 
closed under F, which is a contradiction. Hence for all .Y E E,, F(x) is the 
’ We have recently been able to prove that every [O. a] can be well ordered, in 9. However. 
the proof uses a great deal of the development in this section. and so its addition would not 
simplify the exposition. 
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immediate successor of x in (E, < ). Therefore, E, is closed under F. Hence 
E,=E. 
Summarizing, we have that (E, <) is a well ordering with no greatest 
element, 0 E E, and F(x) is the immediate successor of x in (E, < ). If x # 0, 
x E E, and x has no immediate predecessor, then En [0, x) is closed under 
F, which is a contradiction. 
With the completion of Lemma 4.14, we have established that %! satisfies 
bounded second order comprehension, a version of the axiom of choice, 
the appropriate version of the power set axiom, and the appropriate ver- 
sion of the axiom of infinity. 
We now build a model of set theory out of 9, in which the axiom of con- 
structibility holds. 
It is convenient to use the elements of 9, as the sets of ?%. 
It so happens that the usual concept of well orderings in %! is not fruitful 
as a basis for our construction of L. Instead, we base it on pseudo well 
orderings; i.e., systems (D, $), where D is a (possibly empty) set in !&, < is 
a binary relation on D in %, =$ obeys a$a, a< h v b$a, (a< b & 
b < c) -+ a < c, and every nonempty subset of D in u$ has a <-least element 
in D. We write - for the equivalence relation a $ h & b < a. 
We say that (D, E, R, =$ ) is an L-code if (i) (D, <) is a pseudo well 
ordering in %, (ii) = is an equivalence relation on D in % with 
azb+amb, (iii)Risabinaryrelationon D,in%, (iv)(a=b&c=d& 
R(a, c)) --+ R(b, d), (v) (Vx)(R(x, a)++ R(x, b))+-+a = 6, (vi) for all a ED, 
{{x: R(x,b)}:b< } a is precisely the set of all subsets of {x: .X < a} that are 
first order definable (without equality) over the structure ((x: X-C a}, 
R 1 {x: x < a}). This definition is to take place within Q. The only dif- 
ficulty in formalizing this definition within %?! is the notion of “first order 
definable.” The set E constructed in the verification of the axiom of infinity 
(Lemma 4.13) serves as the natural numbers in 02. We use o e for a fixed 
such E. We can then develop language syntax in terms of op. 
To develop the satisfaction relation within 9 on an arbitrary structure 
(K, S), where K is a set in d%Y and S is a binary relation on K in %, we must 
first consider finite sequences from K. 
We say that x is a finite sequence from K if there is an n E ov such that 
x @ n 4 K. The least such n is the length of x. 
Now fix a E B so that every element of oq, K is strictly below some 
/I <a. It is straightforward to prove that there is a unique (up to exten- 
sional equivalence) set of finite sequences from Ku we which obey the 
clauses for being the satisfaction predicate for (K, S). From this set, we 
read off the first order definable subsets of (K, S). These subsets are 
independent of the choice of CC. 
We will need the comparability theorem for pseudo well orderings (the 
existence of unique comparison relations), which is easily verified within %. 
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LEMMA 4.15. If (D, 4 ) is a pseudo well ordering then there is an L-code 
(D’, E, R, < ‘) such that (D, < ), (D’, < ‘) are of the same length (i.e., there 
is a comparison relation from D onto D’). 
Proof: First fix b E B such that D, wy both are bounded strictly below 
b, and work entirely below 6. We simultaneously define the set RT., of 
ramified terms of rank x. All elements of these sets are to be interpreted in 
a natural way as finite sequences from D u ou. Recall that this means that 
every ramified term has many representations because of the way that we 
handle finite sequences. The definition is by ordinary induction within JI/. 
as follows: 
By LST (language of set theory) we will mean predicate calculus without 
equality based on the syntactic variables v,, (here of course II E (u ?, ), E, and 
the usual connectives and quantifiers. 
Let 4 be a formula in LST in which no variable occurs both free 
and bound, and let u, M’~ ,..., it’, be a listing without repetition of 
the free variables in 9, and let t ,,..., t,c UPXr RT,.. Then 
{u-‘: @[v/v-‘, w,/t, ,..., w,/t,] j E RT,, where 4” results from placing x as a 
superscript on top of all bound variables in d. 
The idea behind this definition is that the terms in RT, are going to 
denote the sets whose L-rank is that of s, and that u+ ranges over the sets 
whose L-rank is strictly below that of X. Actually, some of the elements of 
RT, will only yield something which is equivalent to what is yielded by 
some element of some RT,., J’<s, and so will not be used. 
In $Y, we can prove the existence of unique RT* c U,. RT, and 
WC (RT*)2 such that (1) RT* r, RT,y consists of all elements of RT, which 
when interpreted over (RT* n U, x ~ RT,., W) yields a set which is different 
from the W-predecessors of any element of RT* n U, < ~ RT,., and (2) the 
W-predecessors of any element of RT* n RT, is the set given in (1). This is 
obtained by transflnite induction on < in JZ!. By another transfinite induc- 
tion, we can verify that each (RT*n Uvx\- RT,, W) obeys the exten- 
sionality condition (VX)(VJ~)((V;)( W(z, ?r)w W(I, y)) -+ (V’u)( ct’(.u, u)++ 
W( y, u))). It is also clear that W is irreflexive, and so obviously each 
RT* n RT, # @, by using terms { r’: ci E 1:’ --t 1:’ E 11’: ). 
We can now produce the desired L-code by taking D’= RT*, E to be 
(VZE D’))( W(r, .u)++ W(z, J>)), and R to be W. This concludes the proof of 
Lemma 4.15. 
Let (D, =, R, $) and (D’, 3 ‘, R’, $ ‘) be L-codes. They are said to be 
comparable if there is a (necessarily unique) TE D x D’ called a comparison 
relation with (1) dom( T), rng( T) are respectively initial segments of <, <‘, 
(2)dom(T)=D or rng(T)=D’, (3)T(a,b)-+(T(a,c)+(T(a,c)ttb-‘c), 
(4)T(a,b)+(T(c,b)++cra), (5)(T(a,b) & T(c,d))-+((a<c++b<‘d) 
& (R(a, c)t, R’(b, d))). Obviously T is not strictly a comparison relation 
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between the pseudo well orderings (D, 4 ) and (D’, 4’) but clearly for 
T(a, b), the position of a in < is the same as the position of b in 4’. 
The L-codes are isomorphic if the comparison relation is an isomorphism 
(i.e., from D onto D’, where injectivity and univalence are of course up to 
equivalence). 
The following is proved by translinite induction within Ok. 
LEMMA 4.16. Any two L-codes ure comparable. 
We are now prepared to describe the model of LST which we shall show 
satisfies a substantial fragment of the axioms of ZFC + V = L, and which 
also satisfies the existence of large cardinals. 
A pointed L-code is a system (D, -, R, 4, x), where (D, z, R, < ) is an L- 
code and x is a largest element of D under =$. If (D’, E ‘, R’, < ‘, x’) is 
another pointed L-code then we define (D, E, R, <,x) E (D’, z ‘, R’, <‘,x’) 
if and only if for the unique comparison relation T between (D, =, R, < ) 
and (D’, E ‘, R’, <‘), we have (3y)( R’( y,x’) & T(x, y)). We define 
(0, =, R, <, X) E (9, E ‘, R’, < ‘, x’) if and only if T is from D onto D’ 
and T(x, x’). 
The model GE that we form consists of the collection of all pointed L- 
codes under E. 
LEMMA 4.17. For a,b~A, we have (V.~~C;r)(~~aux~b)~urb, and 
z is a congruence relation for (;1. Thm 2 is the equality relation ,for &. 
Proof To see that z is a congruence relation, first it is obviously an 
equivalence relation. Second, composition of isomorphisms for z shows 
that E is preserved under isomorphism. Now suppose that 
(VxEa,(xEu++xEb). 
Apply Lemma 4.16 to the underlying L-codes for a, h; i.e., U, b without 
their last coordinates, a*, b*. By symmetry, let T be the comparison from 
all of a into 6. Let T(a*, 6’). Now if R’( ~3, b’) then let T(x, y), R(.u, u*). We 
can build the unique truncation of a with last coordinate X. This truncation 
is E a, and so is E b. Hence R’( y, h*). On the other hand, if R’( J, b*) then 
we can also truncate b with last coordinate .v, and so obtain R(x, a*), 
T(x, y). Hence R’(y, b’) since T(u*, b’). 
We have thus shown that b’ -b* in b. Thus T(a*, b”). Hence UE b (since 
a*, b* are largest in a, b). 
Now before we verify more axioms of set theory in C;r (we have already 
verified the axiom of extensionality), we prove a vital fact about pseudo 
well orderings. 
LEMMA 4.18. If a -C 6, b E B, then there is a pseudo well ordering 5 on 
{x: x < 6) which is longer than UN pseudo well orderings on ix: s < u i. 
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Proof: Look at all pseudo well orderings on (x: x < b 1. By power set 
and comprehension (see Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12), there is a 3-ary 
R s (x: x < bj3 in @ such that the cross sections R,, .Y < b, consist exactly 
of the pseudo well orderings on {x: .Y < a>. 
Now define the pseudo linear ordering < on IX: I < b ‘, by .Y < y if and 
only if R., is at least as long as R,. 
We claim that for all x < b, (.( y: y < x ), <) is isomorphic to R, via the 
relation T(y, y’) if and only if R,. is isomorphic to ( {cI<~, J”), R,). This is 
immediate. 
Hence every proper initial segment of < is a pseudo well ordering, and 
so < is. We have also verified that < is longer than all the R,. 
The axioms of set theory that we will verify in & are extensionality, 
pairing, transitive closure, do-separation, power set, infinity, foundation, 
V = L. We will later prove the existence of large cardinals in 0. 
LEMMA 4.19. E.xtensionality holds in ~7. 
Proof By Lemma 4.17. 
LEMMA 4.20. Pairing, transitive closure, and A,-separation hold in 0. 
ProoJ: By simple direct manipulation of pointed L-codes. 
LEMMA 4.21. Power set holds in Gl. 
Proof: Let (D, =, R, 6, X) be any pointed L-code, and let 
D~{y:y<a), a-=zb, bEB. Let (D’, E’, R’, =$‘, J) be a subset of 
(0, E, R, <, x) in the sense of 6IY. We claim that D’ is of the same length 
as some pseudo well ordering on D. To prove this, we can of course assume 
without loss of generality that D’ is longer than D, and so let X’ be an 
image of x in D’ under the comparison relation. Then X’ i’ y, and also 
(Vu E D’)(R’(a, y) -+ R’(a, x’)). 
There is no real difficulty in imitating the usual Godel collapse argument 
in this context. Take the Skolem closure D* of {a: a <’ x’} inside the L- 
code D’, using y as a predicate symbol. The appropriate amount of car- 
dinal or ordinal arithmetic can be developed within d?/ in order to map D* 
into {a: a’ 6’ x’) u og injectively up to N ’ (the equality in < ‘). This map 
is of course a relation preserving w  ‘. Of course things are set up so that D* 
is closed under = ‘, and =’ is still the congruence relation for D*, and 
extensionality and well foundedness continue to hold. 
The usual lemma invoked which states that there is a sentence charac- 
terizing the L,‘s up to isomorphism among extensional well-founded struc- 
tures is applicable here. Since D* is an elementary submodel of D’ 
(mod E’), we see that D* is a pointed L-code with a maximum element 
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which is extensionally equal to I’. By comparability of L-codes, we get an 
isomorphism from D* as an L-code onto an initial segment of D’. It is clear 
by construction and well foundedness that this isomorphism is the identity 
on (a: a 4’ X) u ( J!}. Hence this initial segment must be all of D’. 
Thus D’ can be injectively mapped into {a: a <’ x’). u CD?, (up to order 
equivalence) and so injectively into D u w  ?, (up to order equivalence ). Thus 
D’ can be injectively mapped into D (up to order equivalence). Thus D’ 
can be injectively mapped into D (up to order equivalence), in which case 
we are done with our claim, unless ~1~ cannot be mapped injectively into D 
(up to order equivalence). In this case, D can be mapped bijectively onto a 
proper initial segment of o,,, (up to order equivalence). By invoking finite 
arithmetic and induction arguments, in this case D and D’ are of the same 
length. The claim is established. 
Now let (D”, E “, R”, <‘I, 2) be the pointed L-code based on a pseudo 
well ordering on (s: ,Y <h) = D” longer than all pseudo well orderings on 
(x: ,y <a), and where {c: R”(c, z )) = D”. This serves in (r as a set which 
includes all subsets of our original (D, Z, R, <, X) as elements. The lemma 
follows by invoking do-separation which is already verified in (Y. 
LEMMA 4.22. Infinity holds in ~7 in the,form that there is a least set con- 
taining @ and closed under x v [.Y) . 
Proof From the axioms that we have already verified in 0, it suffices 
to prove that there is a set containing 4 and closed under x u {.Y 1. 
Fix (D, =, R, <, X) to be any pointed L-code such that (D, <) is 
isomorphic to (o *, < ) and .(a: R(a, x)) = D. Since every element of wy 
has a successor, it is virtually immediate that this element of 0 has the 
desired property. 
LEMMA 4.23. Foundation holds in 0 in the sense that ever?’ nonempty set 
has an E-minimal element. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that in an L-code, we 
have R(a,b)+a<b. 
In CX, an ordinal is formally defined as the E-connected transitive sets. 
We would like an external characterization. 
LEMMA 4.24. Let (D, =, R, <) be any L-code. Then there is a unique 
Z(D, E’, R, +)sD such that for all XED, In [y: y-x} = 
I ty: (z: R(z, y)} = In ( y: y-ix}]. Furthermore, I is the set of all elements 
of D which are satisfied in (D, R) to be E-connected and transitive. 
Proof I is for all practical purposes defined by transitive recursion. 
More specifically, define I, = ( y: (z: R(z, v)] = (IV: ~‘4 x) ) if nonempty; _ 
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undefined otherwise. Then I, is defined on an initial segment of <. To see 
that I, is defined for all XED, first use transfinite induction on < to verify 
that if all Z!, y < x, are defined then I&-,\- I,. consists of exactly the 
elements of ( { 2: z < .x 1, R) which are satisfied to be E-connected and trans- 
itive. From this we see that lJvX ~ I,. is first order definable over 
({z: z<x}, R), and so I, is nonempty. The second part follows from this 
argument. 
Let < be any pseudo well ordering in J&‘. Let <* be the family of all 
pointed L-codes (D, =, R, $ ‘, x), where < ’ is of length one more than <, 
and {Q: R(a, x)) is the I given by Lemma 4.24 for the shorter L-code 
(D- (-v: J-x ), =, R, <‘). 
LEMMA 4.25. The elements of 6, are all equiaalent under z. The 
ordinals ofa (i.e., E-connected transitive sets in the sense oft’?) are precisel), 
the elements of the oarious =$*. 
Prooj Use Lemma 4.24. 
We now have more than enough formal axioms verified in 0 in order to 
develop basic facts about, e.g., arithmetic, ordinals, unions, intersections, 
functions, power sets, ordinal and cardinal arithmetic in terms of well 
orderings (not E-connected transitive sets), and suitably bounded 
definitions by recursion. What these verified axioms do not address is 
significant ordinals (even o + cc) cannot be proved to exist ). and choice. 
However, we have more than enough to simply state V = L, and with its 
addition, we can formally derive all of the basic facts that are true in all 
(JL”2 E), when 1 is a limit ordinal >w. This includes, of course, bijections 
between sets and ordinals, isomorphisms between well orderings and 
ordinals, rank functions on sets, cardinals of sets, cardinal arithmetic, the 
next cardinal, the generalized continuum hypothesis, and the existence of 
the cumulative hierarchy up through some initial segment of ordinals. 
In particular, given the axioms we have so far verified in 0, we can 
prove the existence of unique satisfaction predicates for relational struc- 
tures, and so obtain FODO(s) = set of all subsets of .Y that are first order 
definable over (x, E) with parameters, all within 0’. 
LEMMA 4.24. V = L ho1d.y in (r in the follow+ng sense. First, for euerJ’ 
ordinal a there is a wzique Jimction f, \q,ith domain CI + 1 such that 
.f,(O)=lzr, f,(B+ l)=FODO(f,(P)) !f B<n, and fz(~)=UB<;,fn(P) V 
A< c1$ 1 is a limit. Second, for euerj’ set .Y there is an ordinal u such that 
-off,. 
Proc?f. By direct construction of suitable pointed L-codes. Lemma 4.25 
is helpful in the details. 
We now proceed to the conclusion of the argument. 
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For a E A, let a+ denote the family of all pseudo well orderings in %! 
which are of least length strictly greater than all pseudo well orderings in u?/ 
whose domain is bounded strictly below a (under < ). Clearly a+ is non- 
empty by Lemma 4.17. In fact, by that lemma, we see that a+ has a 
representative whose domain is {x: x < b ) for any a < 6, b E B. 
A pseudo well ordering in % is said to be regular if every binary relation 
invariant under equivalence, whose domain is bounded, and which is 
univalent up to equivalence, has strictly bounded range. Thus it cannot 
have maximum elements. 
LEMMA 4.27. For a E B, b < a, we have b + < a+ in the sense that every 
element of b+ is shorter than every’ element of u+. 
Prooj: Choose b < c < a, c E B. According to Lemma 4.18, every element 
of h + is of the same length as a pseudo well ordering on {x: x < c}, and so 
must be shorter than every element of a+. 
LEMMA 4.28. For a E B, 
U+ =sup b+ =sup b+. 
b<o bco 
bcB 
More formally, the elements of a+ are precisely the pseudo well orderings of 
least length which are longer than all elements of UhCrr b+, or alternutive1.v 
of 
Proof: Obviously 
supb+=supbi 
b<u b<u 
hsB 
since there are arbitrarily large elements of B below a. By Lemma 4.27, 
a+ > b+ for all b <a. Now suppose =$ is shorter than the elements of a+. 
Then $ has the same length as a pseudo well ordering on some (x: x < c}, 
c < a. Hence 4 is not longer than all b+, b < a. 
LEMMA 4.29. Let a E B and let R be a binary relation on {x: x < u) 
whose domain is bounded in (x: ~<a}, and such that for all x <a, 
(y:R(x,y)}‘b dd’ { IS oun e in x: x < a}, where R is in OZ. Then rng(R) is boun- 
ded in {x: x<a). 
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Proof By Lemma 4.13, let c( be such that for all x < u and R(s, J)), we 
have y < a Ox < a. By applying III to the relation S(X, y): .r = c( 0.x at the 
point a, we obtain h < a such that for all x < b we have CI @ x < b. and also 
b is an upper bound on dam(R). Thus b is also an upper bound on rng(R). 
LEMMA 4.30. For a E B. the elements of’ CI + are regulur. 
Proof: Let < E a + and let R be a counterexample to the regularity of 
6, where dam(R) = (s: .u< x ). By Lemma 4.28, (dam(R), < ) is the same 
length as some ({x: .Y < h j. =$ ‘). where h < u, b E B. Let S be the 
isomorphism for ( {.Y: .Y < h ), <‘) onto (dam(R), <) (that is, an 
isomorphism up to equivalence on both sides). Let T be the binary relation 
given by T(.u, y): .u<b & J’<U & (31)(3,~)(3u<a)(S(s. z) & R(z, ~1) & u’. 
has an element which is no longer than ( (.Y: .Y < irj, =$)). 
By Lemma 4.28, dom( 7’) is a bounded subset of [x: s < (7 ), rng( T) is an 
unbounded subset of (x: .Y < a j., and for each s < a, { J: T(s, J) ) is a 
bounded subset of i X: s < U) This contradicts Lemma 4.29. 
Let < be a pseudo well ordering. We say that D c dom( 6) is cub if 
(1) D is closed under equivalence, (2) Vu 36 E D(a < b), (3) for all 
a E dom( < ), if (VB < a)@~ E D)(.u < y) and a is not a least point in 6, then 
aED. 
LEMMA 4.31. Let aE B and R he u hinar?? relation on ix: I < u), nxhere 
R is in 4Y. Then ,jtir some b E B, h <a, 1t.e hate (Vx < h)(V~x < (I)( R(s, J’) + 
(3: < b)(R(.u, z))). 
Proqf: Obvious from the proof of Lemma 4.29, or for that matter. of 
Lemma 4.13. 
LEMMA 4.32. Let a E B, < E a +, and D c dom(< ) he cub (all from 4/). 
Thenforsonzeb<a,bEB,andaED, I~ehaz!tJ(s:.u~:r),~)Eh+. 
Proof: Let R be the binary relation on IX: s < 0). given by R(.K, ~9): 
(38 E D)( ( 1.~: s < p), < ) is longer than the elements of .Y + and shorter 
than the elements of ~3 ’ ). Applying Lemma 4.31, let h < a, b E B be such 
that (Vs -c b)(V+r < a)(R(x, ~3) + (3: < b)(R(.u, z))). 
Let ((x:.u<sr], $)Eh+. We wish to verify that z E D. Let B < c(. Choose 
.Y < b so that (.Y: .Y </J). is shorter than the elements of .Y+. Since D is 
unbounded in dom(< ), it is clear that (Sl~,<a)(R(.u, y)). Hence 
(3y<b)(R(.u, y)), and so there is a LED such that ({x:x<~‘). 6) is 
longer than {x: x < /I) and shorter than the elements of b+. Thus 
p < y < c(. We have thus shown that D has arbitrarily large elements below 
a. Hence since D is cub, we have a ED. 
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LEMMA 4.33. For any regular pseudo well ordering < in %, the elements 
of < * are satisfied to he regular cardinals in a. 
Proof. Obviously every counterexample in a to CI E < * being a regular 
cardinal immediately yields a counterexample in g@ to < being regular. 
LEMMA 4.34. lf cte $*, < Ea+, a E B, then in c/T, c( is an inaccessible 
cardinal. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.30 and 4.33, a is a regular cardinal. By 
Lemma 4.28, c1 has arbitrarily large proper initial segments which are 
regular cardinals (in % of course). Hence in a, c1 is a regular limit of 
regular cardinals, and so is weakly inaccessible. By the GCH in a, c( is 
inaccessible. 
LEMMA 4.35. Let x = (D, E, R, <‘, U)E 6, and let “J is a cub in CI” 
hold in a. Then jxEdom($): ({a:a<x), <), has elements which are 
satisfied in a to he in J) = f( <, J) is cub in 5. 
Proof Left to the reader. 
LEMMA 4.36. !f x E 5 *, , -c Ea+, a E B, n E w, then in a, cx is ti-Mahlo. 
Proof By induction on n E w. By Lemma 4.34, this is true for all 
C(E $.+, < Ea+, aE B, with n = 0. Suppose this is true for all r E <*, 
< Ea+, aEB,withn=li.LetccE~*,<Ea+,aEB,andlet“Jiscubina” 
hold in a. By Lemmas 4.32 and 4.35, let <., = ((a: a < .Y ), $ ) E b+, where 
b E B and .Y E f( 9, J). Then by the induction hypothesis, each /I E ($ \-)* is 
k-Mahlo in a. But the /I E ($,)* are elements of J in the sense of a. 
Hence in l;r, CI is (k + 1)-Mahlo. 
Observe that the induction argument for Lemma 4.36 does not take 
place inside 02 since B is not necessarily a first order definable subset of fl 
over 9. This suggests that if we work from the sharper Proposition I, we 
should be able to carry out the induction argument inside @, since in this 
case B is the set of all squares a @ a (so that B is first order). However, in 
order to carry out the induction internally, we realy need something like: 
each {.x: x < a & x E B] is in %. Since the set of squares is only defined by 
an unbounded quantification, we will not be able to obtain this. 
LEMMA 4.37. For each n E CO, Cn satisfies the existence qf ii-Mahlo car- 
dinals. By passing to the V, of CX, where K is (n + 1 )-Mahlo in A, we see that 
for each n E CO, there is a model of ZFC + “there is an ii-Mahlo cardinal.” 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 4.36. 
THEOREM 4. Within ACA, Propositions I, II are provably equivalent to 
the consistency of ZFC + {there is an ti-Mahfo cardinal),,. 
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Proof: It is clear that the proof given of Lemma 4.37 can be presented 
in ACA. This is because, provably in ACA, we can define the satisfaction 
predicate over an arbitrary structure on o. 
We now work within RCA, + Proposition II. There are no difficulties 
until Lemma4.9. At that point in the argument, we wish to show that 
bounded satisfaction for (A, <, 0) exists as objects of RCA,, in the 
following sense. For all a E B there is a unique satisfaction predicate (as an 
object in RCA,) for all d,, formulas at assignments from {x: x < u). 
LEMMA 5.1. For each A, formula 4(x, ,..., x,) and a E B, we can prove in 
RCA, that for every UEB, f(-x ,,..., x,,)E {y: y<a)“:q$x, ,..., x,,) holds in 
(A, < , @ ) > is in 9&(a), where 4 has parameters. Furthermore. we can prove 
in RCA, that every element of .%jfi(a) exists as an object. 
Proof The second claim follows by A:-CA. The first claim is by suc- 
cessively applying Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8 within RCA,, after first applying 
Lemma 4.7 and putting 4 in prenex form. 
LEMMA 5.2. Lemmas 4.114.14 are provable in RCA, where in Lem- 
mas 4.10 and 4.12 the formula 1+6 is presented in advance as a standard for- 
mula. 
Proof By inspection. 
Let this E from Lemma 4.14 be u,~. We can do arithmetic and syntax in 
terms of u*. 
We will view any y as an assignment to the free variables (x,}. Thus 1’ 
assigns y On to the variable x,, where n E o,~. 
LEMMA 5.3. The following is provable in RCA,. For all a < 6, a, b E B, 
o&E {x:X<a;., FlEO,#, if there is an encoding a < b of a satisfaction 
predicate for all bounded formulas of complexity 6n at assignments <a 
(without parameters), then there is an encoding a < b of a satisfaction 
predicate for all boundedformuIas of complexity dn i 1 at assignments <a. 
(This assertion is intended as a first order assertion over (A, <, @ ) about 
a, b. ) 
Proof See Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.4. The following is provable in RCA,. For all a E B, there is a 
unique satisfaction predicate in 9$(a) for all bounded formulas at 
assignments <a (without parameters). (Again this is a first order assertion 
over (A, <, 0) about a.) 
Proof From Lemmas 5.1-5.3. 
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LEMMA 5.5. The following is provable in RCA,. For all a E B, there is a 
unique satisfaction predicate for all bounded formulas over (A, <, 0) at 
assignments from {x: x < a] (without parameters). This is espressly meant 
not to be an assertion over (A, <, @), but rather in RCA,. The assignments 
this time are to be standard finite sequences from A, and the formulas are 
(numberings qf) actual standard.formulas. That is, the-y are all standard,from 
the point of view of RCA,. 
Proof Uniqueness is clear by a suitable inductive argument in RCA,. 
Existence is afforded by taking the “standard part” of the internal satisfac- 
tion predicate of Lemma 5.4, using AT-CA in RCA,,. (Here we need only 
the injection from <I) into Q+,, and not its range,) 
Once we have Lemma 5.5, there are no further serious dificulties in for- 
malizing the proof of Lemma 4.37. 
THEOREM 5. Within RCA,, Propositions I, II are provable equivalent to 
“every infiite recursive (0, I )-tree has an infinite path” + Con(ZFC + {there 
is an ti-Mahlo cardinal),z). 
Proof By Lemma 4.37, we obtain, in RCA,,, models Y, whose satisfac- 
tion relation exists as an object, and which includes all axioms of ZFC 
together with the existence of an &Mahlo cardinal. Thus we can apply the 
necessary induction in RCA, to obtain the consistency of the cited formal 
system. 
Now by looking at arithmetic in j&, we see that, in RCA,, there is a 
model of PA whose satisfaction predicate exists. If the model is standard 
then 0’ exists, and so every infinite recursive (0, 1 )-tree has an infinite path. 
Otherwise, we have a nonstandard model of PA whose satisfaction 
predicate exists. By interpreting the infinite recursive (0, I)-tree in this 
model, we will obtain the desired infinite path using a nonstandard integer. 
COROLLARY 6. Propositions I, II cannot be derived from, respectively. 
ZFC or ZFC + (there is an ii-Mahlo cardinal] ,,, provided the respective 
system is consistent. Propositions I, II cannot he refuted in ZFC or even 
ZFC + (there is an ii-Mahlo cardinal:., , provided the latter system is l-con- 
sistent. The same results apply tf; e.g., the axiom ?f’ constructibility is added 
to the systems. 
COROLLARY 7. RCA, + Proposition I (or II) is translatable into 
ZFC + (tin) (there is an n-Mahlo cardinal) (in the classic sense of Alfred 
Tarski), and ZFC + {there is an ii-Mahlo cardinal}, is translatable into 
RCA, + Proposition I (or II) (in this sense). 
Proof Clear from the proof of Theorem 5. 
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2. A REFINEMENT 
By an additional argument, we can drop the final inequality in 
Propositions I, IT, obtaining simpler propositions which are provably 
equivalent to I, II: 
PROPOSITION IV. There is a @ : Q x Q + Q such that for all @-Boolean 
RGQxQandaEQ, thereisab@b<a@asuch thatforaN.x<b@band 
y<a@a, ifR(x, y) then R(x, (b8b)B.u). 
PROPOSITION V. There is a countable linearly ordered product (A, < , 0 ) 
and a nonempty BG A such that for all (A, -c, @)-Boolean R E A x A and 
a E B, there is a b < a, b E B. such that for all x < b and y < a, if R(x, y) then 
R(x, b Q x). 
We assume V and derive II. The proof can be formalized RCA,,. Fix A, 
B, <, @ asinV. 
Our immediate goal is to prove the following: 
PROPOSITION VI. There are A, B, <, @ as in V where A has a least 
element. 
LEMMA 8.1. (la,, a,EB)(V’?s<a,)(.uEB-*(a,O.~ and az@x are two 
distinct points <x) ). 
Proof: Straightforward. First produce a, E B with (VX < a2)(x E B + 
a?Qx<x), and then produce a,EB, a,<a,. 
LEMMA 8.2. (3bE B)((Vx<b)(xE B+ (3-v, < y2 <x)(x@ y, #b & x0 
y, Zb)) & (3ae B)(b <a)). 
ProoJ: Let a,, a, be as in Lemma 8.1. Apply V at a, to the relation 
R(x,y): y#(x@(a,@x))@x & y#(x@(a20x))Ox to obtain bEB, 
b<a,. Let x<b, DEB. Then (b@x#(x@(ai@x))@x). Hence 
x@(ai@x)#b. 
We now fix 0 E B obeying Lemma 8.2, and let a < 0. 
LEMMA 8.3. If 0 < aE B and R E A x A is @-Boolean, then there is a 
0~ bE B, b<a, such that ,for all O<.x< b and y<a, if R(x, y) then 
R(x, b@x). 
Proof: Apply V at a to the relation S(x, y): (0 <X & R(x, y)) v (x = cx 
& y#O@or) v (x#a & x<O & y=O), to obtain b<a, bEB. We see that 
if b < 0 then for all x < b, x # a, we have b @ x = 0, and this a contradiction. 
Also, if 620 then b@cr#O@c(, and so b>O. 
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LEMMA 8.4. Proposition VI holds. 
Proof Take A*=[O, co), B*=Bn(O, co), and x@* y=max(O,x@y). 
Then A*, B*, <, @* is as desired by Lemma 8.3, and the fact that a*- 
Boolean relations are @-Boolean. 
We thus now assume that A, B, <, @ obeys Proposition VI with 0 as 
the least element. 
We now want to prove the following: 
PROPOSITION VII. There are A, B, <, 0 as in V where A has a least 
element and there are at least three elements strictly below all elements of B. 
LEMMA 8.5. (3b~B)((Vx<b)(x@O#b) & (3aEB)(b<a)). 
Proof. Let a E B, and apply I’ at a to the relation R(x, y): 
y # (x00) @ s, to obtain b <a, b E B, such that for all .X < h, 
b@x#(x@O)@x, and so x@O#b. 
Fix h E B as in Lemma 8.5, and fix 0 < fl< h so that (/I, b) has at least 
three elements. 
LEMMA 8.6. Zf b < c, c E B and R c A x A is @-Boolean, then there is a 
b<d<c, deB such that for all P<x<d and y<c, if R(x, y) then 
R(x, d@ x). 
Proof: Apply V at c to the relation S(x.17): (/I < x & R(x, y)) v (x = 0 
& y = b) v (x = fi & y #b @ p). Argue as in Lemma 8.3. 
LEMMA 8.7. Proposition VII holds. 
Proox Take A**= CY, a~,), B**=Bn(b, rxi), and x0** y= 
max(y, x @ y), where [I?, b) has at least three elements, /I < y. 
We now let A, B, <, 0 obey V and let 0 be the least element, and 
0 < 1 < 2 be strictly below all elements of B. 
Now obviously Lemma 8.5 holds for our new A, B, <, 0, and so we 
again fix b E B obeying Lemma 8.5. 
LEMMA 8.8. For all @Boolean R G A x A there is a c E B such that .for 
all O<x<b and y<b, if R(x, y) then R(x, CQX) and cQx<b. 
Proof Apply V at a > b, aE B, to the relation S(x, y): (x = 0 & 
y=b) v (x#O & R(x, y) & y<b). 
Ly.4;9is g;;o;;a;b &x01, x@2<b & (3y, z<x@l)(,v@z= 
1 
Proof. By Lemma 8.8. The variables y, z have to be first represented as 
WQ 1, wo2. 
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LEMMA 8.10. {x:O<x<h & x01, .u@2<b & x$E, & (3y~E,) 
(y@l=x@l &y@2<x@2))=Ez is @-Boolean. 
Proof: By Lemma 8.8. 
LEMMA 8.11. (x: O<.u<b & x01, x@2<b & x@2=(py<b) (V;, 
w<xQl) (-?Qw#y)}={x: O<s<b & ~01, x@2<b & s&E, & 
x # E, ) = E, is @-Boolean. 
Proof: By Lemma 8.8. 
LEMMA 8.12. There is a CE B such that (Vx, w)((O < x < b & w = 
(py<b) (V/?,M:~X)(ZOM(#_V))~M’=CO,Y). 
Proof: Apply Lemma 8.8 to obtain c’ E B such that for all 0 <.Y < b and 
BEEP with x=y@l, we have c’@xeE3 with x=(c’@x)@l. Finally 
apply Lemma 8.8 to obtain the desired c E B such that for all 0 <.Y < 6, 
c Q 9 = (c’ Q x) Q 2. 
We fix this CE B. 
We say that u is rzice if 0 < u < 6, u@ 0 = 0, u E B, and (Vx < u)(3y < u) 
(Vz, M’ d .K)(L Q U’ # y). 
LEMMA 8.13. There are nice points. 
Proof: Apply V at b to the relation R(x, J,): (x=0 & y=O) v (x#O 
& y#((x@l)@(x@2))Ox & y#(cOx)@.x). Let u<b, UEB be the 
result. Let O<x<u. Then u@O=O, u#(.u@l)@(x~2) and u#c@x. 
Thus u cannot be expressed as z @ M’, z, 11’ < u. Hence if u were not nice 
then c @ x = u for some 0 < x < u. Thus u is nice. 
LEMMA 8.14. If u is nice then there is a d,, E B such that for all 0 < .Y < u, 
d, 0 x < u is not of the form z Q M’, where z M‘ d x. 
Proof Use Lemma 8.8. 
LEMMA 8.15. If u is nice, e E A, then there is a nice u < u such that -for all 
0 < x < v, if x @ 0 = 0 and e @ x < u then v @ x = e @ x < o. 
Proof: Apply V at u to the relation R(x, y): (x = 0 & y = 0) v (x # 0 & 
xQO=O & y=eQx) v (x#O & x@O=l & ~~#(c@x)@x & 
y#((x@l)@(x@2))@x) v (x#O & s@O=2 & y=d,@max(x,e@ 
(x@ 1))) to obtain o < u, UE B. Clearly v@O = 0, 0~ v < b, and for all 
O<x<o, ifx@O=O and e@.u<u then o@s=e@x. 
Let O<x<v, x@O=l. Then 2~#(x@I)@(x~2). Thus u cannot be 
expressed as z @ u’, where z, +i’ < tt. Also 17 # 6’ 0 x. Hence some 1-z z) cannot 
be expressed as z @ M’, where z, 12’ < x. Therefore u is nice. 
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Let O<x<u, x00=2, (x@l)@O=O, O<x@l<o, e@(x@l)<z4. 
Then u @ x = d,, @ max(x, e 0 (x 0 I)), and so u @ x cannot be expressed as 
z Q w, where z, w<max(x,e@(x@l)). Hence eO(x@l)<u. Since this 
case covers all relevant e 0 y, we obtain the inequality at the end of the 
statement of this lemma. 
LEMMA 8.16. If u is nice and R s A x A is Q-Boolean then there is a nice 
u<u such that for all O<x<u and y<u, $x00=0 and R(x, y) then 
R(x, VOX) and u@x<u. 
Proof First produce eE B such that for all 0 <x < u and y < U, if 
R(x, y) then R(x, e@ x) and e@ x < U, by Lemma 8.8. Then apply 
Lemma 8.15. 
LEMMA 8.17. Proposition II holds. 
Proof Set A+=jx#O:x@O=O}, B+={x: x is nice). Fix rEA+, 
and define x0+ y=x@y if x@y~A+; r otherwise. Then A+, B+, <, 
@ + obeys Proposition II. 
THEOREM 8. Within RCA,, Propositions I-VII are prouab1.y equivalent. 
In particular, Theorems 4, 5 and Corollaries 6, I hold for Propositions IV 
and V. 
3. FINITE PROPOSITIONS 
We let QI = {a/b: 0 < a < b < r} u (0 >. Here and always we use a, b, c, i, 
j, k, r, n, m for strictly positive integers, and x, y, z, U, u, w  for rationals in 
[0, 11. We use 9,(A) for the set of all subsets of A of cardinality m. 
We wish to define the concept of order theoretic F: Y,‘,(Q;) + Q. For 
this purpose we define an isomorphism from A E 9$,(Q:) to BEAM to be 
any partial order preserving map g from Qr into Ql such that for all 
(x, y, Z)E A, (g(x), g(y), g(z))E B. We say that F: Ym(Q:) + Qr is order 
theoretic if whenever g is an isomorphism from AE 9,(Q;) to BEY~(Q:), 
we have F(B) = g(F(A)). It is easy to see that in these circumstances, F(A) 
is a coordinate of an element of A. 
We say that Q: B x B + D is idempotent if for all x E B, x @ x = x. By 
convention we define min( 0) = 0. 
PROPOSITION VIII. For all order theoretic F1,..., F,: Pm(Q:) + Q,, 1 <n, 
m < r’l’, there is a commutative idempotent Q: E x E + Q,, Q,sE, such 
that for all y < a/k - l/k3 both in Q,, Q Q,,, we have min(F,( Q r B) < a/k: 
Qkx{y}~B}=(a/k-l/k3)Qy. 
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It is worth observing that if 0 <a/k- l/k3 E Q, then k 3 2, and 
O<a/k< 1. 
We now begin our proof of Proposition VIII. Fix order theoretic 
F I,..., F,, : %(Q,“, + Q,, n m < r”*‘. Fix 2 to be any (2n)-Mahlo cardinal. , 
By Lemma 1.5, let (f,: c( + c(: c( < 1.) be such that for all k-Mahlo K < 1 and 
F: K -+ K, there are K many (k - 1)-Mahlo c1< K such that f, z F. Deline 
@:j”xl-+i by cr@/ci=f,(fl) if P<a;jl,(sr) if CC<<; r otherwise. 
Now each Fi is obviously defined by cases in terms of the relative order 
of the coordinates of the elements of any argument (the argument can be 
ordered lexicographically), and picks out some coordinate of some element. 
Thus let G, ,..., G,: Ym((l)j) --f i be the unique functions such that 
whenever f is an isomorphism from A E$~(Q:) to BEY~((A)~), we have 
G,(B) =f(F,;(A 1). 
Let D,=Qru {a/k- l/k6 [0, 1): kdr) u il)-. 
We are going to define order preserving maps g, c . . G g, from, respec- 
tively, Di into i, such that (a) gi(0) = 0, (b) rng(g,) consists entirely of 
(2n - 2i)-Mahlo cardinals and 0. We will also simultaneously define finite 
sets A, ,..., A, E 1. We first need a simple numerical lemma. 
LEMMA 9.1. If q d k and k 3 2 then h/q+ [a/k - l/k3, a/k). [f q < k then 
b/q- l/q3$ [a/k- l/k’, a/k). 
ProofY Suppose a/k - l/k3 6 h/q < a/k, q 6 k. Then a/k - b/q 6 l/k3. But 
a/k-b/q> l/kg. So kq>k3 and q>k’. Hence q=k= 1. 
Suppose a/k - l/k3 < b/q - l/q3 < a/k. Then clearly a/k < b/q and 
b/q-a/k< l/q3. Since b/q- a/k B I/qk, we have qk> q3, and so k> q’. 
Now also l/k33a/k-(b/q-l/q3)>0, and so 1/k33a/k-((bq’-1)/q3)> 
l/kq3. Hence kg3 > k3, and so q3 > k2 > q4. This completes the proof. 
Define g,(O) = 0 and g, (1) = 6 < j. to be any (2n - 2)-Mahlo cardinal 
< i. Take E, = 0. 
Suppose g, ,..., g,- , have been defined, 2 d k < n, with the above 
properties. 
To define g,, first extend g, ~, to g; : D,_ , u Qk -+ i,, which is order 
preserving and whose range consists exclusively of (2n - 2k + 1 )-Mahlo 
cardinals and 0. 
The remaining elements of D, are the a/k - l/k3 E (0, 1). Since k b 2, 
these consist of exactly the a/k - l/k3 for a= l,..., k. These a/k - l/k3 are 
distinct. By Lemma 9.1, each a/k - l/k3 is larger than all elements of 
D k-l u Qk that are smaller than a/k. Accordingly, we can choose 
(2n - 2k)-Mahlo cardinals pU such that for all CI < pL,, ~,@a = 
min{G,(@ rB)<g;(a/k): gi[Qk] x {CX} c B) in such a way that 
gk: D, +/z is order preserving, where g; E gk and g,(a/k - 1/k3) = p,. 
Define E,,, to be any set B that realizes this minimum; if the min is over 0, 
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take B = 0. Define Ak as the set of all the coordinates of all the E,,,. Note 
that there are at most 3mk elements in A,. Thus A = Uk A, consists of at 
most 3mn(n + 1)/2 elements from 6 + 1. 
Note that any two distinct elements of D, are at least l/n3 apart. 
Therefore strictly between any two distinct elements of D,, there are at 
least 2(n4 + card(A)) - 2 multiples of 1/2n3(n4 + card(A)). Of these mul- 
tiples, at most n4 + card(A) - 2 are of the form a/k - l/k3. Therefore setting 
E to be D, together with the multiples which are not of the form a/k - l/k3, 
we see that (a) D, 5 E, (b) strictly between any two distinct elements of D, 
there are at least n4 + card(A) elements of E, and (c) E is a subset of 
Q Znj,n4+card,AJJ in which the distances between distinct elements are at least 
1/2n6(n4+card(A)), and (d) En {a/k- 1/k3} =D,. 
Thus we can define g: E + 6 + 1 so that g is an order preserving exten- 
sion of g,, A E rng( g), and g,[Q,] 0 g,[Q,] G rng( g). This is because this 
product has at most n4 elements. 
Now there are at least card(E)2 elements of Q, strictly between any two 
distinct elements of E, Since 1 + 2n6(n4 + card(A))(card(E)2) < r. Hence we 
can find E c E* c Qr, and an order preserving g* : E* -+ 6 + 1 extending g 
such that rng( g*) = rng( g) 0 rng( g). 
Finally we define @*:(E-{l})‘+Qr by x@*v=g*-‘(g(x)@g(y)). 
We leave it to the reader to verify that @* obeys the conclusion of 
Proposition VIII. 
We have proved the following. 
THEOREM 9. Proposition VIII is provable in ZFC + (Vn) (there is an n- 
Mahlo cardinal). In fact, it is provable in EFA + Con(ZFC + {there is an Fz- 
Mahlo cardinal} ,,). 
Proof. The first claim is immediate from the above. For the second 
claim, fix n, m, r. Then VIII becomes a A, sentence provable in 
ZFC + “there is a 2%Mahlo cardinal.” Hence it must be true, since this 
theory is consistent. 
We now wish to prove that Proposition VIII is equivalent to 
Con(ZFC + {there is an &Mahlo cardinal),). For this purpose, we first 
derive Proposition V from Proposition VIII in RCA, + WKL. We work 
within RCA, + WKL + VIII. 
Let W, be the set of all propositional formulas in 0, <, the formal 
variables x, y, and constants from Qr n [0, +] in which the total number of 
occurrences of variables and constants is at most r. 
We let d1 ,..., 4, be an enumeration without repetition of W, such that for 
i < n, all of Wi comes before any of Wi+ , - Wi. 
We say that A E gn(Q:) is good if A is a function such that if x # y are 
each coordinates of some possibly different elements of A, then exactly one 
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of (x, v), (y, x) is in the domain of A. In this case we define ,4*(x, ~1) = 
A(x, y) or A(y,x), and A*(?r,.u)=x. 
We say that di(x, y) holds in A*, where x, J’ have been assigned values, if 
all terms in di(x, JJ) are defined when @ is interpreted as A*, and bi(.x, y) 
comes out true. 
We are now prepared to define the special order theoretic functions 
F i ,..., F,,: Pn(Q2) + Q, as follows. 
Let A E Yn(Q,‘). We let B= {(x, y): (%)((.u, J: :)~.4)], and 
C= {x: (3y)((x, y) or (,r, X)E B)j, and D= {JY (min(C), .Y)E B), and 
V= {x: (3y~ D)((x, y) E B)}. 
We say that A is excellent if it is good and card(D) = 1. We let w(A) be 
the unique element of D in this case. We now give the definitions of 
F F,,. 1 ,..., 
If A is not excellent then each F,(A ) = max(C). Henceforth we assume A 
is excellent. 
If card(V) = card( Qzk + i ) and REV then set FZk+i(A)=min(C). 
Otherwise, set FZk + , (A) to be the second smallest element of C. 
We now define F ,2z+kj!(A), k<i, as follows. Let 1 - 1/(2k+ 1)3 be the 
ath element of Q (2z+kJ! in decreasing order. Let 4 be the pth element of 
Q zk+ 1 in increasing order. We count from 1 in both cases. 
Case 1. card( V) = card(Q,,,+,,!). Let the ath element of V in decreas- 
ing order be X, and the first fl elements of I/’ in increasing order that have 
A(s, -) = min(C) exist and be U, < . . . up. Now consider 4k( y, II). Replace 
each constant in dl, by the element of {u, ,..., zdBj whose position in 
(pi,..,, ~~1 is the same as the position of that constant in Qzk + , . This 
results in a formula $( JJ, z). Take F,z, +k,!(A ) to be the least 2 E C such that 
@(o(A), 2) holds in A* if there is such a :; max(C) otherwise. 
Case 2. Case 1 fails. Then set F(,z+,l!(A) to be max(C). 
For all other F the value of F(A) is max( C). 
Now apply VIII to n, nl = n, and Y, with our order theoretic F, ,..., F,: 
P”(Ql) -+ Qr. Assume 1 < n, m < r’!“. Let 0: E x E--t Q, be the result. 
LEMMA 10.1. For ~EQ~@Q,, 1’ d 4, (2k + 1 )3 <II, Mae haue 
(1-1/(2k+1)3)@y=0 ifandonl~~ ify~Q~~+,. 
Proof: It is easy to see that for J E Q,, @ Q,, .r < 1 - 1/(2k + 1)3, we 
have min{F,,+,(@ ~B)<1-1/(2k+1)3:Q2k+,~{~)~B}=0 if and 
only ifJjEQzk+,. 
LEMMA 10.2. Letk<i, (2’+k)!3<n,A=0 rB, B~ExE,AEY~(Q;‘), 
A excellent, and B, C, D, V as above, y E Q,, 0 Q,,, and Qt2,+k,! x { y} s B. 
Then Case 1 holds if and only if card(V) = card(Q,,+ k ,,), in which case 
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I’= Qe+k)!~ x=1-1/(2k+l)-‘, w(A)=g, {u ,,..., ~,~‘,=Q~~+,n[O,tl, 
and$=yS,. 
ProoJ: Clearly p’ E D, and so o(A) = ~7. Hence Qt2, + k,! G V. Therefore 
I’= Q,z~+.u!. Hence .X = 1 - 1/(21i + l)“, and so by Lemma 10.1, every u E 
(Qn@Qn)nQx+, n [0, +] has A(x, U) = 0. Since QZk + , _C Q,,@ Qn, there 
are at least fl such U. In fact, by Lemma 10.1 these u are precisely the 
elements of Q2k +, n [0, $1, and there are /I such. Hence U, ,..., u,{ 
enumerates Qzk + , n [IO, $1. Obviously $ = d/; follows. 
LEMMA 10.3. Let k < i, (2’+ k)!” <n, and 0 <p E Qj. Then there is a 
O<q<p, qEQcsg+k,!3, such that j’or all y < q, J’ E Q,, 0 QI1, u’e have 
mini: <p: thereisagood@ ~BE$(Q;‘), BcExE, ~.Y:(O,.Y)EB]={~), 
{X:(X, ~)EB}=Q,~~+~,,, and c#J~(~,z) holds in (0 r B)*\=y@y. 
Proqf From Lemma 10.2. Observe that every such p is of the form 
a/(2’+k)!. Set q=p-1/(2’+k)!‘EQ,,sQ,,@Q,. 
It is now convenient to pass to a nonstandard model. 
Fix M to be a nonstandard model of EFA in which Proposition VIII 
holds. This uses RCA,, + WKL. Choose ?I = )?I to be nonstandard integers, 
and r > n”. Within M can define the internally order theoretic functions 
Fi,..., F,: $(Q:) -+ QT. Lemmas 10.1-10.3 obviously hold within 44. Let 
0: E x E -+ Qr be the results of VIII in M for n, m = n, r, and F, ,..., F,. Let 
A = {a/b E (0, $) such that a, b are standard). Let x0 y = x@ .r if 
x 0 JJ < X; x otherwise. 
LEMMA 10.4. AO’EcE. (A@‘A)@‘(A@‘A)c_A@‘A. Thus A@‘A 
is closed under 0’. 
Proqf Observe that x 0’~ 6 x always holds. Thus every element .Y of 
A 0’ A is < $ Therefore, f @ .X exists, and so x E E. 
Now let a,b,c,deA. We must show that (a@‘b)@‘(c@‘d)EA@‘A. 
We apply Lemma 10.3, where k, i are chosen to be standard and bk( J’, z) is 
“z=(a@‘b)@‘(c@‘d),” and (a@’ b) 0’ (CO’ d) < PE Q,. This can be 
done since (a@‘b)@‘(c@d)<max(a,b,c,d)<$ We need to know that 
for all (some) y < q, y E A, there is a good @ 1 BE Yn(Q,‘), 
{x: (0, X)E Bj = {y), (x, 0)~ B) = Q ,2,+k)!, and a, h, c, d, y are each among 
the coordinates of elements of B. This is trivial. Just add on an appropriate 
number of (a, G) to Q,7,+k,!~ {O)u {(O,?)). 
From this we obtain qEA such that q@;j=q@‘y=(a@‘b)@‘(c@‘d). 
This completes the proof. 
We now wish to verify Proposition V for (A 0’ A, <, 0’) and dis- 
tinguished subset A E A 0’ A. 
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LEMMA 10.5. For ull peA and (AO’A, <, @‘)-Boolean RE(A@A)‘, 
there is a q<p, qE A, such that jbr all y < q and z < p, (f R( y, z) then 
NY, 90 Y). 
ProoJ: Since R can be written as a standard formula in @ with con- 
stants from A, choose d/, to represent R, k standard on A @‘A. Choose 
p E Q,, i standard, k < i. Since A @A c Q, @ Q,, we have only to verify the 
following, which strongly uses the commutative and idempotence of 0: If 
y<qandz<p,y,zEA@‘A, R(y,t), thenthereisagood @~BE$,(Q:), 
BEA@A, {x: (O,X)EB)= {J), ix: (x, ~)EB~.=Q,~,+~.,~, where $Jy,z) 
holds in (0 r B)*. Furthermore, for J’ < q and z < p, y, z E A 0’ A, if 
there is a good 0 rBEgf(Q;1), BcExE, [.Y:(O,.Y)EB)=(.V~, 
(x: (x, y)~ B} = Q(r,+k,!, where #,J,Y, z) holds in (0 r B)*, then R(y. z). 
For the first claim, write out all the true equations a 0 h = c. relevant to 
the interpretation of R( y, z). For each such, throw in exactly one of (a. h), 
(b, a) to B, in such a way that the second coordinate is never 1’. In case we 
are confronted with y@y=c, ignore it. Then add on Q,71+Xj!.~{~). Now 
pad this by adding enough (6, 6). 
For the second claim, observe that no matter what 0 r B is, if 4k(s, J’) is 
true in (0 1 B)*, then R(x, J,). 
THEOREM 10. It is provable in RCA, + WKL that Proposition VIII 
implies Proposition V, and therejbre the consistem>) qf ZFC + i there is an fi- 
Mahlo cardinal).. Here WKL asserts that “every infinite (0, 1 )-tree has an 
infinite path.” 
LEMMA 11.1. RCA, + WKL is a conservative extension qf PRA 
(primitive recursive arithmetic) ,fbr I7p sentences. 
ProoJ This result of ours, as well as Harrington’s stronger result that it 
is conservative for all arithmetic sentences, is discussed in Simpson [9]. 
THEOREM 11. Within PRA, Proposition VIII is provah!,) equivalent to the 
consistency of ZFC + {there is an ti-M&lo cardinal) ,l. Within 
RCA, + WKL, or even RCA, + “every infinite recursive (0. 1 )-tree has an 
infinite path,” each of Propositions I-VIII is provably equivalent to the con- 
sistency of ZFC + {there is an %MahIo cardinal)-,. Thus they can be proved 
in ZFC + (Vn) (there is an n-Mahlo cardinal), but not in ZFC + [ there is an 
ii-Mahlo cardinal},,, provided the latter is consistent. 
Proof: Immediate from Theorems 5, 9, 10, Lemma 11.1, and Gadel’s 
second incompleteness theorem. 
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